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vocabulary at the end of his French Primer. And anyhow he
wasn't going to be taught French if he wasn't to be taught
French in English, and the Harcourts had no English. No
fear!
So it was that Edward Albert became one of that vast
majority of humanity who, after courses and examinations
and certificates and so forth in French, are still unable to
speak or understand or even read a dozen words in that
language. When at long last, if ever—for the outlook fpr
civilisation seems still very uncertain—when the history of the
human mind comes to be written, it will be noted incidentally
that from first to last throughout the earth, in the course of the
centuries, some billions of people—using " billions " in the
English and not the American sense—" learnt French ** and
still remained entirely uncontaminated. The vast edifice of
things the world has been " taught " and which yet remained
unknown ! Whackings, keepings-in, yells and insults, forced
competitions, bogus examinations, sham graduations, gowns,
hoods and honours, a vast parade of learning. And what have
we got ?
The world knows little as yet of what it owes to its teachers.
But it is beginning to suspect.
It did glimmer at times in Edward Albert's dim and now
rapidly closing mind that in some hidden way a certain number
of people "got the hang of" this French. It wasn't all
a bluff.
He watched Miss Pooley closely. She wasn't just pretending
to understand and making up a story. She really did appear
to be understanding and to be saying things that were
understood.
Anyhow, Edward Albert reflected, he didn't intend ever
to talk French.  So why worry ? He wanted it, if he wanted
it at all, only for examination purposes, and that was that
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